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My name is Richud N. Gottftied. I m the Assembly Member represmting the 75th
Assembly District, which includes Congregation Shearith Israel (CSI) and the site of the
proposed buildirtg.

Ome again, I urge the C-ommission to reject the proposed project on the gounds that the
project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose," nor does it "relate harmoniously' to the
lmdmuked synagogue and the historic district. Under the law, CSI must prove both, but it does
not pass either test. The Congregation has not demonstirated that its real estate developmmt will
contribute to the preservation of the synagcgu landmark, and the building is grossly out of scale
md conflicts with the historic district.

A growing md pmsperous congregation em md should support its niissioii without
dmaging the surroundirig community and violating the law.

The project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose"
Under Section 74-711 (a) (1) of the zoning code, the City Plamiing Conmiission may not

appmve this proposal unless the Landmuks Proser-vation Commission issues a report finding that
the proposal "contributes to a presenation purpose." This project is a plar) to yield m
extraordinary amount of money for CSI. CSI says it needs this income to restore thu synagogue,
but it has not documented this financial need nor proposed any mechanism to onsure that the
income will be devoted to restoring the synagogue.

It is not enough for the Comniission to conclude that the Congregation win preserve the
lmdmak. The law reqWres die Conuriission to conclude that the developmmt will actually
"contribute" to the presmation. Thffe must be some hnk between the development and the
preservation.

I undmtand that the Commission is not in the business of finmeial auditing. But in
order to justify a statutory finding that a real estate project will "contribute" to zt preservation
pwpose, thue must be something the Commission md the public cm mly on to estabhsh the
nmessary UnlL For exarnple, the proceeds of the devolopment could be deposited in an
endowment or trust, dedicated to the preservation purpose. There niigbt be an annual accounting
by an indepmdent auditor.

The Conunission should not issue a favorable report for a 74-711 waiver mless the
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My name is Richard N. Gottfried. I am the Assembly Member representing the 75th
Assembly District, which includes Congregation Shearith Israel (CSI) and the site of the
proposed building.

Once again, I urge the Commission to reject the proposed project on the grounds that the
project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose," nor does it "relate harmoniously" to the
landmarked synagogue and the historic district. Under the law, CSI must prove both, but it does
not pass either test. The Congregation has not demonstrated that its real estate development will
contribute to the preservation of the synagogue landmark, and the building is grossly out of scale
and conflicts with the historic district.

A growing and prosperous congregation can and should support its mission without
damaging the surrounding community and violating the law.

The project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose"

Under Section 74-71 l(a) (1) of the zoning code, the City Planning Commission may not
approve this proposal unless the Landmarks Preservation Commission issues a report finding that
the proposal "contributes to a preservation purpose." This project is a plan to yield an
extraordinary amount of money for CSI. CSI says it needs this income to restore the synagogue,
but it has not documented this financial need nor proposed any mechanism to ensure that the
income will be devoted to restoring the synagogue.

It is not enough for the Commission to conclude that the Congregation will preserve the
landmark. The law requires the Commission to conclude that the development will actually
"contribute" to the preservation. There must be some link between the development and the
preservation.

I understand that the Commission is not in the business of financial auditing. But in
order to justify a statutory finding that a real estate project will "contribute" to a preservation
purpose, there must be something the Commission and the public can rely on to establish the
necessary link. For example, the proceeds of the development could be deposited in an
endowment or trust, dedicated to the preservation purpose. There might be an annual accounting
by an independent auditor.

The Commission should not issue a favorable report for a 74-711 waiver unless the
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million doilm asset for the synagogue "contributes to a preservation purpose," then enlarging the
asset would contribute even more. They will argue that if a new 15 -story building is
"harmonious" with a brownstone block, then surely a few tnore stories would not make a big
differmce.

The Commission should think ahead to that prospect and consider this: When CSI or a
commercial partner comes back for more, on what basis will the Conunission be able to cum
them down?

CSI has said that this project will benefit the prescrvation of the synagogue and the scale
of the district becawe it will "freeze" the unused development rights over thQ symgogue, so that
they cannot be developed or tr fe else"erff.-I FEfv-ermt leg4ly bomd diemselves
to this promise. If the Comniim "I= -sli beli es that this "freezing 0 nl I Is"

0

contributes to a preservation purpose,tCSl
irle t, ali,

comrnitment. 4:5

Damaglng precedent
Approving this real estate developmmt would set a dmgerous precedent that would

scriously undermine the protection for lan(hnarks md historic districts. When the law is ignored,
diniinished, or distorted for one applicant, other applicants will insist on - and likely receive -
siinilu exemptions, because the Commission wiU have no legal basis for turning them down.

-if dh's real estate developmmt is appmved, then in this and othff historic we will
soon have churches, synagogues, schools, and even ordinary property ownen coming up with
countless real estate schemes to make money by multiplying the height and bulk of a building.
They will all be able to point to the example of CSI. Amd the Landmarks Preservation
Commission vvill have given up its ability to insist on a meaningful contribution to a preservation
purpose or to apply my meaningful stmdud of what is hamonious vvith a histoTic district.

New York City has not headed down that mad md should not. ne laws protecting
landmarks and historic districts help strengthen the roots that hold ou City together. These laws
should not be ignomd, dimiriished, or distorted,

The befter alternative
CSI is a gowing congegation with extrwrdinary resources. It has a magnificmt

building and sanctuary that require restoration and maintenance. The congreption has been
honoring its omturies-old tradition md its religious alission by raising the necessary funds to
preserve the synagogue.

Now, CSI also wmts to build a new, expmded community house and support its
progmnuning. A new community house - without a real estate development component - could
certainly be designed in a way that would not conflict with the landmarks and historic districts
laws and applicable zoning.

CSI can md should preserve the synagogue, md build and run the new conimutiity house,
by raising the necessary funds, primaiily from among its memben. It is not a simple raatta, but
that is what do wross Nm York City md across the comtry. And CSI is better

million dollar asset for the synagogue "contributes to a preservation purpose," then enlarging the
asset would contribute even more. They will argue that if a new 15 -story building is
"harmonious" with a brownstone block, then surely a few more stories would not make a big
difference.

The Commission should think ahead to that prospect and consider this: When CSI or a
commercial partner comes back for more, on what basis will the Commission be able to turn
them down?

CSI has said that this project will benefit the preservation of the synagogue and the scale
of the district because it will "freeze" the unused development rights over the synagogue, so that
they cannot be developed or transferred els^sdiererBuTuieyTiave~ not legally bound themselves
to this promise. If the Commission believes that this "freezing" of developn!eTrt-4ghts
contributes to a preservation purpose, men it should insist that CSI legally bind itself to this
commitment. N^ ^ ils

Damaging precedent

Approving this real estate development would set a dangerous precedent that would
seriously undermine the protection for landmarks and historic districts. When the law is ignored,
diminished, or distorted for one applicant, other applicants will insist on - and likely receive -
similar exemptions, because the Commission will have no legal basis for turning them down.

-If-this real estate development is approved, then in this and other historic dis&iets we will
soon have churches, synagogues, schools, and even ordinary property owners coming up with
countless real estate schemes to make money by multiplying the height and bulk of a building.
They will all be able to point to the example of CSI. And the Landmarks Preservation
Commission will have given up its ability to insist on a meaningful contribution to a preservation
purpose or to apply any meaningful standard of what is harmonious with a historic district.

New York City has not headed down that road and should not. The laws protecting
landmarks and historic districts help strengthen the roots that hold our City together. These laws
should not be ignored, diminished, or distorted.

The better alternative

CSI is a growing congregation with extraordinary resources. It has a magnificent
building and sanctuary that require restoration and maintenance. The congregation has been
honoring its centuries-old tradition and its religious mission by raising the necessary funds to
preserve the synagogue.

Now, CSI also wants to build a new, expanded community house and support its
programming. A new community house - without a real estate development component - could
certainly be designed in a way that would not conflict with the landmarks and historic districts
laws and applicable zoning.

CSI can and should preserve the synagogue, and build and run the new community house,
by raising the necessary funds, primarily from among its members. It is not a simple matter, but
that is what congregations do across New York City and across the country. And CSI is better
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My name is Richud N. Gottfried. I am, the Assmbly Member represmting the 75th
Assmbly District, which includes Congregation Shearith Israel (CSI) and the site of the
proposed building.

Once again, I urge the Conamission to reject the pmposed pmject on the grounds that the
project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose," nor does it "relate harmoniously" to the
landmarked synagogue md the histoiic district. Under the law, CSI must prove both, but it does
not pass either test. The Congregation has not demonstrated that its real estate development wiU
contribute to the preservation of the synagogue 12indmark, md the bailding is grossly out of scale
aud conflicts with the historic district.

A growin-g and prosperous congregation can and should support its missionwithout
damaging the surrounding community and violating the law.

The project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose"
Undu Section 74-71 l(a) (1) of the zoning code, Lhu City Planning Comnlission may not

appmve this proposal unless the Lmdmarks Commission issues a report finding that
the proposal "contributes to a preservation purpose." This project is a plan to yield m
extraordinary momt of money for CSI. CSI says it needs this income to restom the synagogue,
but it hm not documexited this firedmial need nor proposed my mechmism to ensure that the
income will be devoted to mtoring the synagogue.

It is not enough for the Commission to conclude that the Congregation will the
lmdmuk. The law requires the Commission to conclude that the development will actually
"contribu&'to the presmation. There must be sorne link betwem the devclopment md the
preservation.

I understand that the Conunission is not in the business of fi=cial auditing. But in
order to justify a statatory finding that a real estate project will "contribute" to a
purpose, there must be someffiing the Commission and the public can rely on to establish the
necessary link. For example, aie proceeds of the development could be deposited in m
endowment or trust, dedicated to the preservation purpose. There might be m annual accounting
by m mdepmdmt auditor.

The Comniission should not issue a favorable report for a 74-711 waiver unless the
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My name is Richard N. Gottfried. I am the Assembly Member representing the 75th
Assembly District, which includes Congregation Shearith Israel (CSI) and the site of the
proposed building.

Once again, I urge the Commission to reject the proposed project on the grounds that the
project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose," nor does it "relate harmoniously" to the
landmarked synagogue and the historic district. Under the law, CSI must prove both, but it does
not pass either test. The Congregation has not demonstrated that its real estate development will
contribute to the preservation of the synagogue landmark, and the building is grossly out of scale
and conflicts with the historic district.

A growing and prosperous congregation can and should support its mission without
damaging the surrounding community and violating the law.

The project does not "contribute to a preservation purpose"

Under Section 74-7 11 (a) (1) of the zoning code, the City Planning Commission may not
approve this proposal unless the Landmarks Preservation Commission issues a report finding that
the proposal "contributes to a preservation purpose." This project is a plan to yield an
extraordinary amount of money for CSI. CSI says it needs this income to restore the synagogue,
but it has not documented this financial need nor proposed any mechanism to ensure that the
income will be devoted to restoring the synagogue.

It is not enough for the Commission to conclude that the Congregation will preserve the
landmark. The law requires the Commission to conclude that the development will actually
"contribute" to the preservation. There must be some link between the development and the
preservation.

I understand that the Commission is not in the business of financial auditing. But in
order to justify a statutory finding that a real estate project will "contribute" to a preservation
purpose, there must be something the Commission and the public can rely on to establish the
necessary link. For example, the proceeds of the development could be deposited in an
endowment or trust, dedicated to the preservation purpose. There might be an annual accounting
by an independent auditor.

The Commission should not issue a favorable report for a 74-71 1 waiver unless the
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Congregation pmvides a deWled wcomting of the projected incorne from the development, how
this income vvill be devoted to improving the preservation of the synagogue, md its financial
inability to pay for the restoration without the proposed developmmt.

I bulieve CSI is conunitted to restore its lmdmuk. It may also have the resources to
restore the synagogue withoi this real estate development. If the preservation cm md will
happm without the development, thm the developinent is not contributin to the preservation, in
any meaningful seme.

Even if the commission detennines that development would contribute to a preservation
purpose, it must determine the pmjmted income of the development md the estimated cost of
restoring the synagogue. It may well be that a much smaller md more appropriate building
would satisfy the preservation pwpose. If so, then the excess height md bulk would have no
statutory jusfification.

Violation of statutory standard
The proposal involves a landmark building and is located in a Iiistoric district. Before the

Landmarks Preservation Conunission cm act favorably on the pmject under Section 74-711 (a)
(2) of the zoning code, it must find that it "relate(s) harmoniously to the subject landmark
building (md) buildings in the Historic District."

The proposed building would be on West 70th Street, a side street of the Upper West
Side/Central Park West Historic District. This and mmy other side streets of the historic district
ae characterized priTnarily by decades-old brownstones md small apartinerit buildings. The
proposed building would be dramatically out of scale with the buildings on the side street.

I
Th 86- ot building would be one and one half fimes the height of the adjacent

building. bu about three times the height of the brownstones that mAe up most of the
block.

It would be more than two md a half times Lbe street wall height oTdinarily pennitted for
the site.

It would also be several times the total bulk or FAR that would ordinarily be permitted
for the site.

Nearly a hmdred residonts of this part of the Historic District have takm their tiine to
contwt my office md the Commission to ugue that the pmposed building is out of context with
the district they call home. Ahnost no one witbout a direct connection to the Synagogue hu
weigbed in to ugue that the building would be appropriate.

If this building does not flunk the "harmonious" test, what does it take to flunk?

The plan will get worse

If this real estate development is approved, CSI or a commercial developer may, in the
future, see the potential for profiting by adding more floon to the building.

CSI or the developer could dim ugue that since LPC had fomd that cmating a multi-

Congregation provides a detailed accounting of the projected income from the development, how
this income will be devoted to improving the preservation of the synagogue, and its financial
inability to pay for the restoration without the proposed development.

I believe CSI is committed to restore its landmark. It may also have the resources to
restore the synagogue without this real estate development. If the preservation can and will
happen without the development, then the development is not contributing to the preservation, in
any meaningful sense.

Even if the commission determines that development would contribute to a preservation
purpose, it must determine the projected income of the development and the estimated cost of
restoring the synagogue. It may well be that a much smaller and more appropriate building
would satisfy the preservation purpose. If so, then the excess height and bulk would have no
statutory justification.

Violation of statutory standard

The proposal involves a landmark building and is located in a historic district. Before the
Landmarks Preservation Commission can act favorably on the project under Section 74-71 l(a)
(2) of the zoning code, it must find that it "relate(s) harmoniously to the subject landmark
building (and) buildings in the Historic District."

The proposed building would be on West 70th Street, a side street of the Upper West
Side/Central Park West Historic District. This and many other side streets of the historic district
are characterized primarily by decades-old brownstones and small apartment buildings. The
proposed building would be dramatically out of scale with the buildings on the side street.

Then 86-foot building would be one and one half times the height of the adjacent
building. Irwetdxl be about three times the height of the brownstones that make up most of the
block.

It would be more than two and a half times the street wall height ordinarily permitted for
the site.

It would also be several times the total bulk or FAR that would ordinarily be permitted
for the site.

Nearly a hundred residents of this part of the Historic District have taken their time to
contact my office and the Commission to argue that the proposed building is out of context with
the district they call home. Almost no one without a direct connection to the Synagogue has
weighed in to argue that the building would be appropriate.

If this building does not flunk the "harmonious" test, what does it take to flunk?

The plan will get worse

If this real estate development is approved, CSI or a commercial developer may, in the
future, see the potential for profiting by adding more floors to the building.

CSI or the developer could then argue that since LPC had found that creating a multi-
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milhon dollar asset for the synagogue "contributes to a preservation purpose," then enlarging the
mset would contribute mm more. Thoy wiU ugue that if a new 15 -story building is
"harmonious" with a brownstone block, then surely a few more stories would not make a big
diffmvnce.

The Coramission should think ahW to that prospect and consider this: When CSI or a
commercial partner comes back for more, on what basis will the Commission be able to tum
them down?

CSI has said that this pmjmt will bmefit Lbe preservation of the synagogue and the scale
of the district because it will "freeze" the unused development rights over the synagogue, so that
they cannot be developed or tran se ut ey v-enotleg4ly bomd themselvesd ut eLiia
to this proniise. If the Commisli=e1i C'Msthat of
contributes to a preservation purpose, to this
commtment.

Damaging precedent
Appmving this real estate development would set a dangerous precudent that would

seiiously undermine the protection for lmdtnarks md historic districts. When the law is ignored,
diminished, or distorted for one applicmt, other applicants wifl insist on - md likely ruoeive -
similar exemptions, because the Commission will have no legal basis for turning them down.

4f',h,'.s real estate developmmt is approved, thm in this md othm historic disttiGts we will
soon have churches, synagogues, schools, and even ordinary property owners coming up with
countless real estate schmes to make money by multiplying thu height md bulk of a building.
They will all be able to point to the exmple of CST. And the Lmdmuks Preservation
Comnlission will have given up its ability to imist on a meaningful contribution to a preservation
purpose or to apply my meaningful stmdud of what is haxmonious with a historic distiict.

New York City has not headed down aiat road and should not. The laws protecting
landmuks and historic districts help strengthen the roots that hold our City together. These laws
should not be ignored, diminished, or distorted.

The befter alternative
CSI is a growing congregation with extraordinary resowces. It has a magnificmt

building and smctuary that require restoration and maintenance. The congregation has been
honoring its centuries-old tradition and its religious mission by raising the necessary fiinds to
preserve the synagogue.

Now, CSI also wmts to build a now, expmded community house and support its
programming. A new community house - without a real estate developmmt component - could
certainly be designed in a way that would not conflict with the lmdrnarks md historic districLs
laws and applicable zoning.

CSI cm md should preserve the synagogue, and build and run the new conimunity house,
by raising the necessary fimds, primarily from among its mmben. It is not a siinple mafter, but
that is what congregations do aemss New York City md across the country. And CSI is better

million dollar asset for the synagogue "contributes to a preservation purpose," then enlarging the
asset would contribute even more. They will argue that if a new 1 5 -story building is
"harmonious" with a brownstone block, then surely a few more stories would not make a big
difference.

The Commission should think ahead to that prospect and consider this: When CSI or a
commercial partner comes back for more, on what basis will the Commission be able to turn
them down?

CSI has said that this project will benefit the preservation of the synagogue and the scale
of the district because it will "freeze" the unused development rights over the synagogue, so that
they cannot be developed or transferred else^diererHut theyTIave~ not legally bound themselves
to this promise. If the Commission believes that this "freezing" of developmSnt-^ights
contributes to a preservation purpose, flien it should insist that CSI legally bind itself to this
commitment.

Damaging precedent

Approving this real estate development would set a dangerous precedent that would
seriously undermine the protection for landmarks and historic districts. When the law is ignored,
diminished, or distorted for one applicant, other applicants will insist on - and likely receive -
similar exemptions, because the Commission will have no legal basis for turning them down.

-If this real estate development is approved, then in this and other historic distrists we will
soon have churches, synagogues, schools, and even ordinary property owners coming up with
countless real estate schemes to make money by multiplying the height and bulk of a building.
They will all be able to point to the example of CSI. And the Landmarks Preservation
Commission will have given up its ability to insist on a meaningful contribution to a preservation
purpose or to apply any meaningful standard of what is harmonious with a historic district.

New York City has not headed down that road and should not. The laws protecting
landmarks and historic districts help strengthen the roots that hold our City together. These laws
should not be ignored, diminished, or distorted.

The better alternative

CSI is a growing congregation with extraordinary resources. It has a magnificent
building and sanctuary that require restoration and maintenance. The congregation has been
honoring its centuries-old tradition and its religious mission by raising the necessary funds to
preserve the synagogue.

Now, CSI also wants to build a new, expanded community house and support its
programming. A new community house - without a real estate development component - could
certainly be designed in a way that would not conflict with the landmarks and historic districts
laws and applicable zoning.

CSI can and should preserve the synagogue, and build and run the new community house,
by raising the necessary funds, primarily from among its members. It is not a simple matter, but
that is what congregations do across New York City and across the country. And CSI is better
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able to that thm the vast majority of other congregations.

There uc also fomdation nd govermnent grmts available to religious congregations for
historic preservation.

Community input into design elements

I hope the Comniissim will rcject this proposal. If, however, the Commission intmds to
pemit CSI to build the project, I would uk the Corarnission to pause before issuing a Certificate
of Appropriateness.

Pleme allow CSI to present its design plans to a meeting of community membm md
civic organizations, and receive and respond to comonents about design choices that might make
the building more contextual with the histoTic district, Then, if CSI chooses to revise its design
in light of these comments, it can presmt the mvised plan to the Commission.

Conclusion

The Landmarks Preservation Commission should stand by the law and reject the
proposed mal estate develolmnent. It does not "contribute to a preservation purpos&' md it is not
"hannoidous" with the historic district. CSI should stmd by its purpose and hommble tradition
md tum away from the promotion of real estate development.

able to that than the vast majority of other congregations.

There are also foundation and government grants available to religious congregations for
historic preservation.

Community input into design elements

I hope the Commission will reject this proposal. If, however, the Commission intends to
permit CSI to build the project, I would ask the Commission to pause before issuing a Certificate
of Appropriateness.

Please allow CSI to present its design plans to a meeting of community members and
civic organizations, and receive and respond to comments about design choices that might make
the building more contextual with the historic district. Then, if CSI chooses to revise its design
in light of these comments, it can present the revised plan to the Commission.

Conclusion

The Landmarks Preservation Commission should stand by the law and reject the
proposed real estate development. It does not "contribute to a preservation purpose" and it is not
"harmonious" with the historic district. CSI should stand by its purpose and honorable tradition
and turn away from the promotion of real estate development.
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